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After the dot.com burnout, venture capital 
companies are regaining interest in the ICT 
sector. But Europe has yet to match the US for 
early stage funding, as Simon Gall reports 

Something ventured ... 
not enough gained 

T he Venture Market The UK and Europe has inno- 
Europe conference this vators aplenty. But the chal- 
April featured the top lenge has been to turn those 

100 European start ups cho- innovations into commercial 
sen by Red Herring. Over success. "Instilling more entre- 
the past five months, the Red preneurial spirit, such as the 
Herring journalists evaluated willingness to take huge risks, 
the submissions of over 800 is one way to sharpen Europe's 
European and Israeli technol- competitive edge". To him, the 
ogy companies. The top 200 biggest problem facing Europe 
companies are listed on their is "the business community's 
website (see http://www.red- reluctance to be their own 
hemng.com) with the top 100 advocates." 
presenting at the event. BT and others are looking 

at multimedia applications 
CANNIBALISE YOURSELF and networking all sized busi- 

One 'key-speaker' on open- nesses through broadband. 
ing day was Ben Verwaayen; Though Voice over lnternet 
CEO; British Telecom Group. Protocol [VoIP] is an area of 
Against a rather determined debate as it is forecast to one 
approach by the interviewer day replace traditional cir- 
that compared to the USA the cuit-switched voice calls, Mr 
UK is not producing many Verwaayen, said "It is good to 
major new hi-tech companies. cannibalise yourself". . .as "BT 
Mr Verwaayen promoted the using broadband connections 
UK as having 'the most com- isn't afraid to play". 
petitive broadband marker -as Indeed, in the past two years 
well as proudly talking about "BT has stood out for its ability 
other large outsourcing mile- to pursue broadband and ICT 
stones (For example BT now deals, covering IT services as 
has five million wholesale well as the network needs of 
broadband customers). multinationals." Most of the 
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opening discussions seemed 
to focus on established busi- 
nesses and the perceived rela- 
tive strength of US hi-tech 
companies. 

EUROPE VS. US 
What was not heard is that the 
UK is again leading the Euro- 
pean country rankings for 
venture capital investments 
in technology companies - at 
second stage. Each year secur- 
ing twice the amount of capital 
raised by the closest contend- 
ers: but, the venture invest- 
ments in hi-tech pre-revenue 
[seed] to early-stage [start-up 

the number of 
deals d m ~ P 4  

afiflh 
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or acceleration] has remained 
relatively poor compared to 
the USA, though per capita 
venture investment overall, 
compared to the US, is strong. 

On the second day a panel of 
venture capitalists debated the 
wisdom of relocating promis- 
ing European start-ups to the 
United States. They agreed 
that a successful business must 
expand its market reach beyond 
Europe, but they disagreed on 
whether the VC community 
has the means to cultivate a 
healthy crop of start-ups. 

Francois Tison, Manag- 
ing Director of Net Partners 
said "European venture capi- 
tal is not a mature industry. 
It's harder to raise money, it's 
harder to then get large fund- 
ing, and it's harder to sell. It's 
[compared to the USA] longer 
and tougher for Europe to 
build global companies." 

European VCs invested 
f2.4B ($4.5B) in 2004. But com- 
pared to the previous year, the 
number of deals dropped by 
a fifth. 

Though more 'early-stage' 
deals were invested in, the 
vast majority of these 'early- 
stage deals' were already well 
funded private money start- 
ups and above. The number of 
these deals represents under a 
third of all investment rounds. 

Despite improvements, 
many European entrepreneurs 
still see the United States as a 
more attractive place to grow 
their businesses. 

THE FUNDING GAP 
In network-time discussions 
with many early-stage com- 
panies and financial journal- 
ists the over-riding message 
was that too few UKVC F i s  
focused on very early-stage 
opportunities and the funding 
gap between f250K to Q.5m 
still exists: just the amount 

most technology companies 
need to produce their initial 
work, without losing too much 
of their share equity, options 
and control on their initially 
and relatively weak pre-trad- 
ing valuation. Due to the cost 
of diligence and predomi- 
nant focus of UK VC's to gain 
maximum RoI by working 
only on large deals: 2nd stage 
investments upward are bet- 
ter returns on the time of the 
Principals managing any Pen- 
sion Fund invested UK venture 
cavital fin 

& are some uf 
the drmcultles f0l 

European 
c#npanlesto 

So, there is a state in the UK 
of plenty of money, but inves- 
tors continuing to work at the 
top end of investments and 
chasing too few deals at the 
higher risk early-stage ven- 
tures. 

So, the quest by enterprising 
technologists for seed / pre- 
revenue to early-stage devel- 
opment investment and sup- 
port from the VC-houses in the 
UK is still in dire straits. 

Angel and high net worth 
family capital in VC Funds has 
mainly been replaced by insti- 
tutional investment: the'funds 
of funds' which has driven 
VC Managers to follow pres- 
sures to move 'upmarket' for 
greater and faster short term 
Rol from larger less risky deals. 
Even after struggling through 
to market success many UK 

innovators move to the USA to 
establish and /or grow. 

In a forum discussion indud- 
ing Mr Jerry Mwdock, Manag- 
ing Director of Insight Venture 
Partners, he gave examples of 
software companies that gen- 
erate good revenues from their 
US customers without having 
to move their headquarters 
across the Atlantic. 

The issue is not to be dose to 
customers, but to gain access 
to capital, said Mr. Murdock. 
"[For successful trading com- 
panies] The US stock market 
provides more opportunities 
than those in Europe. Some 
entrepreneurs have found it 
difficult to lime up investment 
houses to help them go public 
in Europe." 

THE PEOPLE FACTOR 
European innovators have 
given birth to a plethora of 
great technologies, but in gen- 
eral most panellists stated that 
European entrenched busi- 
ness practices and a shortage 
of experienced executives to 
lead start ups are some of the 
difficulties for European com- 
panies to compete globally. 
However, this is a myth gen- 
erally propounded by non- 
entrepreneurs. The quality of 
executives in the majority of 
start-ups are more than able 
to take their companies global, 
but the 'received wisdom' of 
financial investors and such 
as this february's Harvard 
Business School venture capi- 
tal event recommends push- 
ing out founding executives 
- once the company needs to 
go global - in the belief that 
higher profile corporate execu- 
tives will do a better job if and 
when the company passes the 
test of trying to build business 
and raise capital along the way 
(in a drip-feed environment). 
Reports from the UK's DTI; 
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Mike Hicks' Taking Manage- their business plans in a foreign We see many new centers of 
ment To The Next Level; Gary country. There is a big divide innovation emerging around 
Dushnitsky's Wharton School between France and the US" the world. Some, like Boston's 
report on Corporate Venture The French love complexity, Route 128, have resumed a role 
Capital, and more, includ- Americans love simplici ty.... they played in the 1960s and 
ing my experience as Interim Americans are optimistic, and 1970s when Wang and DEC 
Director for early-stage hi-tech they make decisions fast." were important creators of 
and media related companies, technology. There are newer 
I hope should enlighten people A NEW MOOD places too, like San Diego in 
to the fact that this isn't a prac- According to Red Herring's Southern California; Cam- 
tice or misguided idea which Editor "most venture capital- bridge, England; Tel Aviv, 
should be written in stone ... ists have lost their swagger Israel; Hyderabad, India; and 
more like mercury. even as they sit atop piles of Santa Catarina, Brazil." 

Michael Lynch, CEO of soft- unspent money. Too many 
ware company Autonomy said have become cautious bean OFF THE RECORD 
that the US presents a more counters, asking questions However, in-confidence the 
attractive opportunity for seed about revenuesand profitsand Directors of many top100 
to very early-stage companies, long-term prospects. The busi- companies spoken to believe 
as thegreaterriskinvestorcorn- ness plans that used to flow that the majority of prospec- 
munity works better in the US over the transom have slowed tively brilliant start-up / early 
"The States is drawing talent to a trickle. Angel investors stage companies in the UK 
away from Europe, with the have [tried to] move to cen- are poorly andtor complexly 
[resultant] brain drain being tre-stage - taking smaller bets; funded, drip-fed; become 
a major problem for Europe with the daring the big venture resultantly weak, slow mov- 
to be competitive .... entrepre- capital firms once embraced." ing businesses which cannot 
neurship isn't necessarily seen It'll be interesting to see if the move swiftly to build their 
as a good thing in the UK and practices of how to overcome business ahead of non-UK / 
Europe". venture capitalists and their ilk USA companies and take or 

Bernard Liautaud, chairman ignoring seed investments are retain their development into 
and CEO of Business Objects, addressed. market advantage by easily 
said "Europeans haven't been dipping into sufficient capital 
very successful at software asand when required. Because 
business (innovators or inves- of their sufferances, when a UK 
tors?). It's a major failure for hi-tech company gets past the 
Europe right now," He stated m-- point of first round funding 
that his European software and doesn't have concerns over 
business is successful because g e r m a t h e y  development capital, they can 
..." it has taken a different path fiatopmof be much stronger and deter- 
than other European software unspentmoney- mined to win than many non 
companies. Instead of tak- UK businesses who have had 
ing years to nurture a start-up Too many have a relatively easy ride. 
at home before expanding it b e c o m e ~ a ~  Amongst the top100 com- 
abroad, Business Objects began bean counterss' parties who were most talked 
planting its roots in the US about by their peers at the event 
early on!" and who I'll be keeping track 

Mr Liautaud said Euro- of were VoIP company Skype 
peans.. . "tend to focus on Red Herring doesn't believe and mobile gaming company 
products and underestimate that the spigot of innovation Digital Bridges and system-on- 
the importance of marketing suddenly turned off with chip Frontier Silicon. These 
and pursuing market leader- the crash of 2000. The Edi- are three of only 800 European 
ship.. ..and that non-US execu- tor writes.. . "It has morphed companies who applied for the 
tives also need to address some into many new streams as event, 400 short-listed, 200 rec- 
common cultural differences technologists and capitalists ommended and 100 able 
that may make it difficult for tried to duplicate the model to present. 
European firms to carry out created in northern California. 
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